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B.B.A.LL.B.(Hons) five year 

New syllabus Compulsory and Optional Papers 2019 

 

About the Programme: 

1. B.B.A. LL.B. (Hons): B.B.A.LL.B.(H) five year course is a graduate degree course 

spanning in ten semesters. There are total 57 papers being taught as per the BCI manual 

including compulsory papers. Three internship programs in the various national and state 

level organizations, law firms, high court & Supreme Court are compulsory during 5 year 

period to complete the degree course. There is transparent continuous assessment process of 

the student progress through midterm test, presentation, assignment and end semester 

examinations distributing in 70% end semester examination and 30% internal assessment. 

Value added courses are also incorporated like human rights, women law, legal ethics and 

environmental law etc.  

This course emphasizes on self learning process. Admission is taken on entrance test merit 

conducted at national level. Student‟s participation is encouraged in teaching, learning and 

management of academic and extracurricular activities through student committees like 

cultural committee, legal aid committee, moot court committee, sports committee, literary 

and debate committee etc. 

 

Course out comes of the programme on the completion of the Degree:  

After the registration in the Bar Council of India or State they can actively participate and 

practice in Bar as an Advocate;  

 Can be a Judicial officer in the State Judicial Services;  

 Can get appointment as Assistant Prosecutors, Prosecutors and State Councils / 

Government Councils and in Judiciary;  

 Can work as Law Clerks in Higher Judiciary Supreme Court of India and Various 

High Courts;  

 Can works as Legal Advisor In Law Firms;  

 

 

 

Course Structure of B.B.A.LL.B.(Hons) 

 

Semester-I 



Paper I-Legal Method LB-101                                                                                             

                              

 

Course Objective 

 

This paper focuses on orientation of students to legal studies from the point of view of basic concepts of law 

and legal system. To understand and have basic knowledge of fundamental concepts of law to examine, 

interpret and evaluate basic legal texts.   

 

Course Outcome 

 

The course will help the students: 

1. To gain elementary understanding of the scope and purpose of law. 

2. To know the various sources of law and to develop an understanding of basic concepts of law  

3. To garner skills and acquire knowledge required in legal writing and research.  

 

 

Paper II-Law of Contract- I LB-102          

        

Course Objectives 

This course provides the detailed knowledge of the legal principles and rules used to determine the existence 

of an enforceable agreement. The nature of contract law; the process of formation, interpretation, 

performance and termination of contracts and remedies will be examined. 

The paper explores the fundamental principles of contract law. It examines the requirements for the 

formation of a contract and examines the agreement, forms of consideration, formalities, privity and 

capacity. It also considers the contents and formation of a contract, including express and implied terms, as 

well as excluding or limiting terms. The course provides the knowledge and skills necessary to pursue 

contract law further in a more specific way. 

Course Outcome  

On successful completion of this course students will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate an advanced and integrated understanding of the legal framework for contract law, 

including formation, content and interpretation of contracts in Indian law. 

2. Gain an understanding of fundamental principles of the law of contract and its impact. 

3. Identify and apply the elements of contract law required to create an enforceable contract. 

4. Identify and apply factors which invalidate a contract. 

5. Apply the required legal principles necessary to discharge a contract. 

6. Identify and apply the remedies available to a party in case of a breach of contract. 



7. Make a comparative study between provisions of contract law in India and England. 

8. Analyse and research complex problems relating to contract law. 

9. Demonstrate sophisticated cognitive and creative skills in approaching legal issues relating to contract 

law and generate appropriate responses 

 

Paper IV-English I (Communicative English)BLB – 104       

        

Course Objective 

Good communication skill is necessary for developing a career as a lawyer. English over time has become 

not only a world-wide common language of communication but also has acquired space in all the major 

spheres of life, and advocacy is not untouched from it. A basic understanding, speaking and writing ability 

of English will not only boost the morale of the student but will also propel his/her career to new summits in 

this globalised era. Therefore English learning will no doubt be helpful in excelling good advocacy skills 

and lawyer-ship of the individual.   

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to imbue among the students: 

1. To understand, identify, develop and practice essential English speaking skills during their legal 

studies and in their everyday life. 

2. To appreciate the constituents of good oral and written language 

3. To develop techniques to communicate effectively  

4. To inculcate amongst student‟s courtroom language 

 

 

Paper V-Principles and Practices of Management BBM-105      

    

Course Objectives 

The course aims at providing fundamental knowledge and exposure to the concepts, theories and practices in 

the field of management. 

 

Course Outcomes 

On completion of this course, the students will be able to: 

(a) Understand the concepts related to businesses, principles and practices of management.  

(b) Realize and demonstrate the roles, skills and functions of management.  

(c) Understand and apply the management functions i.e. planning organizing, staffing, directing and 

controlling. 

(d) Understand the theories and concepts related to motivation, leadership. 

(e) Understand the complexities associated with management of human resources in the organizations 

and will be able to handle these complexities. 

 

 



Paper VI-Managerial Economics BBM- 106                                                                         

  

        

Course Objectives 

The aim of every Business and industrial enterprise is to earn profit and to sustain in long. A sound 

decision requires fair knowledge of the aspects of with knowledge of economic theory and tools of 

economic analysis are the base for the sound decision. Since managerial economics is concerned with such 

aspects and tools of analysis, it is pertinent to the decision making process. The objective of this course is to 

give understanding of the basic concepts and issues in managerial economics and their application in 

business decisions. This course deals with micro-economic issues and principles involving households and 

firms, at individual level mainly their consumption, production, distribution etc. This course has been 

designed with the aim of developing a practical approach in managerial decision making with the help of 

various concepts as Demand analysis, market structure supply and cost concepts. 

 

Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Understand the roles of managers in firms and how they make internal and external decisions. 

2. Apply the economic way of thinking to individual decisions and business decisions 

3. Analyze real-world business problems with a systematic theoretical framework.  

4. Understand the macro variables as inflation and Business cycles and their impact on an economy. 

 

Semester-II 

 

Paper I: History- (Legal Developments LB-201                                                                                                                         

  

Course Objective 

The course is to develop understanding of evolution of modern legal system in India.  

 

Course Outcome 

The course will enable the students: 

1. To gain elementary knowledge of early legal developments. 

2. To attain knowledge about the constitution and establishment of various courts in India 

3. To know the historical development of laws including personal laws. 

 

 

 



Paper-II Law of Contract- II  LB-202                                                                                 

  

Course Objectives 

The main object of the course is to study and understand the concept of special types of Contracts- Contract 

of Agency, Bailment, Pledge, Indemnity and Guarantee, law relating to certain kinds of specific relief and 

partnership. 

Course Outcomes 

1. Understand the basic principles of agency, including who is an agent, liability of principles to third 

parties in contract, the fiduciary duties of agents, and how those duties vary in magnitude and how 

breaches vary in terms of severity and the legal consequences. 

2. Get a deep insight about the law and procedure relating to contract of Bailment, Pledge, Indemnity and 

Guarantee, Rights, duties and liabilities of Bailor, Bailee, Pawnor and Pawnee. 

3. Learn about various kinds of equitable reliefs. 

4. Gain knowledge about the remedies for persons whose civil or contractual rights have been violated. 

5. Understand the basic principles of partnership law, including what is a partnership and who are 

partners, types of partner and rights and duties of a partner, the fiduciary obligations of partners to each 

other, rules regulating partnership property, the rights of partners to participate in the management of 

the partnership. 

6. Understand how partnership is different from other forms of business organization 

7.  Learn about Procedure for registration of partnership. 

8. Understand about the Re-constitution and Dissolution of a firm and formalities related thereto, Rules 

upon Dissolution of Partnership, and special features of limited partnerships. 

 

Paper-III Information Technology & Computer Fundamentals BBM-203     

       

 

Course Objectives: 

 

Information technology today has become vital  for smooth functioning of all the departments in a company, 

and in security related purposes. Millions of jobs have been created by IT, and hence, today, it is essential 

for everyone to understand what information technology is, and how it plays a vital role in every aspect of 

modern-day life. Hence the objective of this course is to familiarize the students with the basic fundamentals 

of computer, operating system, networking, and use of computers in data processing. The course will help 

students recognize the importance of the information and apply their knowledge and to expose them to the 

present day capabilities and limitations of computers. 

 

 



Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Understand basic concepts and terminology of computers.  

2. Have a basic understanding of personal computers and their operations. 

3. Use Internet/Web services as a resource for learning and discovery 

4. Be able to identify issues related to information security. 

 

 

Paper IV- English II (Including Legal Writing) BLB 204      

            

Course Objective 

Communication skills have become immensely important for a good and effective lawyer-ship. A good 

communicator not only impresses the listeners but also easily makes space within the social systems. At the 

same time an effective communication helps to tackle the client interviews effectively. Court rulings and 

legal reasoning need good communication skills so as to provide an impressive reading the world wide. 

Therefore the subject will certainly be helpful in excelling communication skills and lawyer-ship of the 

individual. 

 

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to imbue among the students: 

1. Understand, identify, develop and practice essential Communication skills during their legal studies 

and in their everyday life. 

2. Imbibe among students the intricacies of Client Interviewing. 

3. Understand methods of Legal Counseling. 

 

Paper V- Business Statistics  BBM- 205            

   

Course Objectives: 

There's an old saying „If you can measure it, you can manage it‟. What's measurable is almost always 

presented in the form of statistics. Without the use of statistics the business is virtually impossible. Statistics 

are used to make a wide range of decisions in business and. The environment is highly complex and 

Business statistics help in taking sound decision in the uncertainty. Statistics play an important role in 

business. A successful businessman must be very quick and accurate in decision making. Hence the basic 

objective of this course is to develop students' familiarity with the basic concepts and tools in statistics so as 

to enable them to resolve complex problems of decision making in business. 

 



Course Outcomes: 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Produce appropriate graphical and numerical descriptive statistics for different types of data. 

2. Identify statistical tools needed to solve various business problems 

3. Develop the skill of performing the calculations needed for various methods of analysis 

4. Understand the concept of hypothesis and will also learn various technique of hypothesis testing 

which will help them to take sound decisions. 

 

Paper-VI- Economic Environment of Business BBM -206                                                                                        

              

Course Objective: 

The business operates in the economic environment and is influenced by it. The cut throat competition has 

made economic environment more important than ever it has been. Hence the course has been designed with 

the  purpose of familiarizing the student with various aspects of economic, social, political and cultural 

environment of India. This will help them in gaining a deeper understanding of the environmental factors 

influencing Indian business organizations. 

 

Course Outcome: 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

 

1. Analyze various competitive forces in environment and to cope with the changing regulations 

affecting business and its profitability.  

2. Understand various laws and role of SEBI in India. 

3. Analyze various trends and issues of Indian Economy w.r.t. Privatization and Globalization. 

4. Understand the monetary and fiscal environment in India and functioning of RBI. 

 

Semester-III 

Paper I- Constitutional Law-I LB-301         

   

Course Objective 

The Objective of this paper is to provide understanding of basic concepts of Indian Constitution and various 

organs created by the constitution including their functions. In this course, Student will study areas of 

constitutional law that are essential for an understanding of the fundamental concepts and the unique 

complexion of the Indian constitutional system. Student will explore federal structure, the separation of 

powers, and Liability of State. 

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1. Demonstrate an advanced and integrated understanding of Constitutional Law. 



2. Understand the evaluation and development of the origin and nature of Indian Constitution. 

3. Analyze the role of State in transforming governance for justice, social, economic and political. 

4. Understanding the procedure of the amendment of the constitution and Basic structure. 

Paper-II- Law of Torts and Consumer Protection Act LB-302      

     

Course Objective 

This module examines a broad range of torts protecting a variety of different interests. The module begins 

by situating the law of torts in relation to the broad principles underpinning contract and criminal law; 

introduces you briefly to the broad range of torts, and then focuses on the fundamental principles of liability 

with particular reference to negligence. Other torts (e.g., nuisance) are considered, as are current issues of 

particular difficulty and importance in respect of tort law. Students will be encouraged to consider and 

evaluate the role, nature, and functions of tort law, as well as its technical rules. 

 

Course Outcome 

 

This course is designed to create awareness and understanding among the students about: 

1. The functions of tort law 

2. The basic principles relevant to other selected torts, e.g. battery, and recognise and explain their 

relevance and influence in the key areas studied 

3. The basic principles regarding tort remedies, and determine which heads are recoverable in 

hypothetical problem questions 

4. The areas of overlap between different torts, and links between tort and other legal topics, e.g. 

contract, human rights, and critically compare their underlying principles in relevant respects 

 

Paper-III- Law of Crimes –I  LB-303                                                                                                            

    

Course Objective 

This paper is an introduction to the substantive law of crimes, including essential elements of crimes, 

responsibility and defences. The paper also aims to familiarize with the basic principles of criminal law 

determining criminal liability and punishment. 

 

Course Outcome 

After the completion of the course, students should be able to: 

1. Describe the basic principles of criminal law including defences, kinds of criminal liability and 

various theories of punishment. 

2. Understand case analysis and statutory construction. 

 



Paper-IV- Operational Research in Management BBM- 304  

                                                                    

Course Objectives 

The operation research is a helpful tool in solving complex business problems by mathematical tools in 

highly uncertain environment. The objective of this paper is to develop students' familiarity with the basic 

concept and tools in operations research. These techniques assist specially in resolving complex problems 

and serve as a valuable guide to the decision makers. 

Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Understand the basic concept of operation research and its role  in decision making  

2. Interpret and solve business-related problems with the help of mathematical techniques.  

3. Learn solving problem involving limited resources to get the optimum solutions. 

4. Identify project goals, constraints and resource requirements in order to achieve project success. 

 

Paper-V- Financial Accounting BBM-305  

 

Course Objective 

 

The main objective of this course is to familiarize the students with the basic accounting principles 

and techniques of preparing and presenting the accounts for use of accounting information. Further, it aims 

at acquainting the student with those significant tools and techniques of financial analysis, which are useful 

in the interpretation of financial statements. These tools and techniques form an important part of 

management planning and control systems. Thus, the course does not intend to make the students expert 

accountant. 

 

Course Outcomes 

 

After completing this course, students will be able to: 

1. Understand the roles of accountancy and accountants in a business firm. 

2. Learn the mechanics of accounting principles and standards. 

3. Analyze real-world business accounting system with a systematic theoretical framework. 

4. Develop analytical ability to make optimal financial decisions for business. 

 

Paper-VI-  Organizational Behaviour BBM-306 

                        

Course Objectives  

The most important asset of any organization is its’ people and its success largely depend on the 

same.  For effective management of people, it is essential to perceive their requirements. Since individuals 



differ in the behaviour, it becomes very difficult to come with a unique solution which can be applied on 

all. Organizational Behaviour helps us to study the complex nature of human beings in organizations by 

identifying causes and effects of that behaviour. The course aims to provide an understanding of basic 

concepts, theories and techniques in the field of human behaviour at the individual, group and organizational 

levels in the changing global scenario. 

 

Course Outcomes 

 After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Analysing the behavior of individuals and groups in organizations. 

2. To evaluate the reciprocal relationship between the organizational characteristics and managerial 

behavior.  

3. Develop practical insights and problem solving capabilities for effectively managing the 

Organisational processes   

4. To gain better understanding of organization culture and conflicts 

5. Developing conceptual understanding of change and its implementation. 

 

Semester-IV 

Paper –I- Constitutional Law – II LB-401  

 

Course Objective 

The Objective of this paper is to provide understanding of concepts of State. In this course; Student will 

study meaning of State, Concept of State Instrumentality. Student will explore the meaning and concept of 

Fundamental Rights Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles of State Policies and Emergency 

provisions. 

Course Outcome 

 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1. Understand the Concept and Utility of State and its role in protection of fundamental rights. 

2. Understand the six broad categories of Fundamental Rights guaranteed by the Constitution to its 

citizens. 

3. Understand the Fundamental Duties that can help the students make their neighbourhood, city, and 

country better. 

4. Analyze the relationship between Fundamental Rights and Directive principles of State Policies. 

Paper-II- Law of Torts-II and Motor Vehicle Act LB-402:  

             

Course Objective 



This module examines Specific torts protecting a variety of different interests. Further the liabilities which 

arise under the law torts will be dealt in detail. The student will be able to know about the remedies under 

the law of torts as well as about Motor Vehicle Act. 

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1. The key principles of the torts of negligence, nuisance, and the rule in Rylands v Fletcher, 

including principles of liability, limitation and defences; determine answers to hypothetical 

problems concerning these torts; and appreciate key decisions in these torts. 

2. The basic principles relevant to other selected torts, e.g. battery, and recognise and explain their 

relevance and influence in the key areas studied 

3. The basic principles regarding tort remedies, and determine which heads are recoverable in 

hypothetical problem questions 

4. Knowledge about the Motor Vehicle Act 

 

Paper-III- Law of Crimes –II LB-403  

 

Course Objective 

 The paper focuses on the various substantive crimes under the Indian Penal Code.  

 

Course Outcome  

After the completion of the course, the student should be able to: 

1. Have an understanding of various categories of crime. 

2. Understand how to read a fact pattern and identify pertinent issues of criminal law. 

3. Demonstrate an understanding of case analysis and statutory construction.  

 

Paper-IV- Human Resources Management BBM-404  

 

Course Objective 

The objective of this course is to familiarize the student with a broad perspective on themes and issues of 

Human Resource Management along with their relevance and application in the Indian prospective. It will 

help the students to build up and refine decision-making skills so that they can help organizations 

effectively. 

 

Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to: 

1. Understand the skills set required for today‟s HR professionals. 

2. Understand the importance of staffing decisions including recruitment and selection. 

3. Understand, implement and evaluate different types of training methods. 

4. Differentiate between performance and potential appraisal.  

5. Know the common HR practices 



Paper-V- Marketing Management  BBM- 405  

                                                               

Course Objectives  

Marketing is one of most frequently used word in business words list but perhaps not fully understood by 

the common man. Most people tend to confuse it with sales or see it as a function of selling only. Sometimes 

it is said that by intelligent marketing technique, the average product can be sold. Thus marketing 

management is core function of the organization. The course aims at making students understand concepts, 

philosophies, processes and techniques of managing the marketing operations of a firm. 

Course Outcomes  

 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Comprehend basic marketing concepts and the marketing environment.  

2. Understand various planning and pricing strategies. 

3. Understand and Analyzing Business/ Consumer Markets. 

4. Develop understanding of various promotion and advertisement techniques. 

5. Understand various functions of intermediaries. 

 

Paper-VI- Financial Management BBM-406  

Course Objectives 

Efficient management of a business enterprise is closely linked with the efficient management of its 

finances. Accordingly, the objective of the course is to acquaint the students with the overall framework of 

financial decision- making in a business unit. 

 

Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to: 

1. Understand the importance of management of finance in a firm. 

2. Understand the internal and external financial decisions to be made by finance managers. 

3. Critically analyze the financial positions of business houses with a logical reasoning. 

4. Develop analytical skills to take optimal financial decisions by integrating the concepts of finance, 

accounting and statistics. 

 

 

 

 



Semester V 

 

Paper-I- Jurisprudence - I  LB 501 

Course objective  

 

The course aims at developing an analytical approach to understand the nature of law, development of law 

and working of a legal system in different dimensions with reference to popular legal theorists.  

 

Course outcome 

 

 After the completion of this course, the students will be: 

1. Having an understanding of major schools of legal theory which have influenced the development of 

Western legal tradition and the Indian legal system. 

2. Prepare and present cogent arguments both orally and in writing and make productive contributions in 

providing critical analysis of problems and questions. 

 

Paper-II- Family Law I LB-502 

 

Course Objective 

Family law is the special branch of law which deals with the personal life of every individual of 

society. The Course Cover areas of family law relating to the concept of Family. Evolution of family law 

and source of Hindu law and Muslim law, their school. The course also covers the institutions of marriage 

under both Hindu and Muslim law and grounds of matrimonial remedies. The course is designed to analysis 

and discuss the above issues of Hindu and Muslim law comparatively and separately both. 

Course Outcomes 

The student will be able to analyse various provision of Hindu and Muslim law, their sources, concept of 

marriage, and various matrimonial remedies available in case of a legal dispute under both Hindu and 

Muslim law and are able to develop social, moral and ethical values in family matters. 

 

Ppaer-III- Civil Procedure Code & Limitation Act LB-503 

  

 

Course Objective  

This paper is designed to study the importance of procedural law in civil matters. Its main object is 

to acquaint the students with the various stages through which a civil case passes through, and the connected 

matters. Civil Procedure Code is a procedural law which is applied of daily the courts and lawyers. Every 



law student should have knowledge of civil procedure when he goes out to practice as a lawyer. Though, it 

is true that one gains expert knowledge of civil procedure through experience. However, it is necessary to 

have a good understanding of the subject before one enters the profession. The course also includes law of 

limitation, which fixes a period within which a case has to be filed. 

 

Course Outcomes 

At the conclusion of the course, students will be able to:  

1. Understand the fundamental principles of Civil Procedure Code. 

2. Identify the stages of a civil lawsuit. 

3. Read and apply a statutory provision or rule in civil proceedings. 

4. Demonstrate familiarity with how to draft a document for submission to a court. 

5. Recall and apply the law relevant to choosing a court and initiating and responding to a suit.  

6. Analyse and canvass procedural issues arising from disputes such as parties, jurisdiction, forum, 

governing law and applicable rules. 

7. Identify a lawyer‟s professional obligations at each stage in a civil suit. 

8. Elucidate principles of Alternative Dispute Resolution. 

9. Devise an appropriate course of action and apply appropriate court rules and procedures in the 

legal system to reach an expeditious resolution for a range of civil disputes. 

10. Recognize the importance of accuracy, timeliness, and attention to detail in the legal profession. 

 

Paper-IV- Administrative Law LB 504  

 

Course Objective  

The purpose of this paper is make students aware of various aspects of administrative law including quasi-

legislative, quasi-judicial and other ministerial functions of administration and control thereof. 

Course Outcome 

1. The students will be able to identify, explain and apply the principles of administrative law covered in 

the course. 

2. The students will be able to analyse and predict how unresolved or ambiguous administrative law 

questions could be resolved by the courts through an analysis of courts case law and the judicial 

method. 

 

Paper-V- Business Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility BBM-505 

 

 

Course Objectives  

The basic objective of this course is to make the students realize the importance of values and ethics in 

business and acquaint them with the latest trends in corporate social responsibility. 



 

Course Outcomes  

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Understand the basic concepts of values and ethics. 

2. Understand how values and ethics are relevant in business world 

3. Understand why CSR is important for corporate houses 

4. Understand corporate governance and its pillars. 

 

Paper-VI- Entrepreneurship Development and Small Businesses BBM-506  

 

Course Objectives 

The course aims at providing fundamental knowledge and exposure to the concepts, theories and practices in 

the field of entrepreneurship. The course aims to equip students with the basics of entrepreneurship and 

small scale businesses. 

 

Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to 

1. Understand the importance of entrepreneurs and SSIs in country like India. 

2. Understand what problems are faced by an entrepreneur. 

3. Understand the government policies regarding the promotion of entrepreneurs and small scale industries. 

4. Understand that how an entrepreneur can seek financial help for his enterprise from agencies like 

NABARD, SIDBI. 

 

Semester-VI 

Paper-I- Jurisprudence - II LB-601 

  

Course Objective:  

 

The objective of the course is to create an understanding of basic legal concepts like state, sovereignty, 

rights, possession, ownership, liability, which are basic to the study of law.  

 

Course Outcome:  

 

After the completion of the course, the student should be able to: 

1. Critically analyse the relationship between the law and society. 

2. Reflect upon the significance of the rights and justice to the operation of law. 

3. Contribute in the critical analysis of problems and issues. 

 

 



Paper-II Family Law II LB-602 

Course Objective 

The course is designed in such a way that it covers legal aspects of family law like Maintenance after 

separation, Adoption and Guardianship and statutory provisions relating to them. It also discusses the most 

important concept of Hindu Law that is of joint Hindu Family and partition and the concept of Karta. The 

course covers the issue relating to religious endowments, waqf and preemption and their social, religious 

and statutory provisions. 

Course Outcome 

As law students they will be able to understand the legal or statutory provisions relating to maintenance, 

Adoption and Guardianship they will be able to solve disputes of joint Hindu family by reading the above 

course. They will also understand the legal solutions to some very sensitive disputes relating to religious 

endowments, waqf and preemption. 

 

 

Paper-III-Criminal Procedure Code, Juvenile Justice And Probation of Offenders Act LB-603: 

                      

Course Objective 

The Criminal Procedure code was enacted many years ago. It has undergone many changes. It is too 

enormous for classroom discussion. But the students should have a fair idea about how the code works as a 

main spring of the criminal justice. With this perspective the course is designed to make the student 

understand how the Criminal Procedure code controls and regulates the working of the machinery set up for 

the investigation and trial of offence.  

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1. Distinguish between criminal procedural law and substantive law; 

2.    Evaluate the structure, hierarchy and working of criminal courts in India; 

3.    Comprehend the role of functionaries like the Police, Magistrates, Courts, etc. 

4.  Analyze important concepts like 'Offence', 'Charge', 'Bail', 'Examination of Witnesses', 'Appeals' etc.  

5.    Describe the basic procedures relating to FIRs, Complaint, Police Report, Inquiry, Search and Seizure, 

etc.; 

6.  Explain different kinds of Trials such as warrant case, summons case, and summary and their respective 

stages; 

7.   Assess provisions regarding the maintenance of wife, children and parents under the Cr.P.C; 

8.   Critically analyze the overall Criminal Prosecution Procedure in India. 

 



Paper-IV- Law of Evidence LB-604  

 

Course Objective 

To provide learners with detailed knowledge and skills in the rules of evidence and procedure as they apply 

to civil and criminal trials as might be relevant to a person working in a legal office, an insurance company 

or associated fields in the public or corporate sectors. Knowledge of the rules of evidence will enable 

analysis and evaluation of evidence available in connection with the preparation of a case for trial. 

 

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1. Analyse and define the concept and general nature of evidence, and illustrate the different types of 

evidence and court procedures relating to evidence. 

2. Define the term „evidence‟ and illustrate its general nature. Analyse the different types of evidence with 

reference to: real, oral, direct, circumstantial, original, hearsay, primary, secondary, documentary. 

3. Specify the standard of proof in civil and criminal cases. 

4. Determine and analyse the standard of proof and burden of proof in civil and criminal cases, and specify 

types of presumptions. 

5. Analyse and evaluate the rules governing examination in chief, cross examination and re-examination, 

and establish the procedures in the conduct of a civil or criminal trial 

6. Determine the rules relating to competence and compellability of witnesses in relation to case study 

material. 

 

Paper-V- BUSINESSLAW LB-605  

 

Course Objective 

 

This paper is designed to provide the students with knowledge of the legal environment in which a 

consumer and business operates and understanding about the important statutes governing transfer of 

property in goods and negotiable instruments. 

 

Course Outcome 

On completion of course of Business Law: 

 

1. The students will be able to understand the relevance of business law to individuals and businesses 

and the importance of role of law in an economic, social and political context. 

2. The students will be able to identify the fundamental legal principles behind the business 

agreements. 

3. The students will be able to understand the relationship of ethics and law in business.  

4. The Students will be able to learn how to communicate effectively using standard business and legal 

terminology. 



Paper-VI-  STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT BBM-606  

 

 

Course Objectives 

The objective of this course is to give understanding of the basic concepts and issues in strategic 

management and their application in business decisions. The course aims to acquaint the students with the 

nature, scope and dimensions of business policy and strategic management process. 

 

Course Outcomes 

After completing this course, students will be able to: 

1. Understand the meaning and need of strategic management. 

2. Understand the complexities of strategic management. 

3. Understand how the strategies are made. 

4. Understand the role of environmental scanning and SWOT analysis while strategy making.  

 

 

Semester-VII 

Paper-I-  Property Law Including Easement And Indian Registration Act LB701 

 

Course Objective 

The concept of property and the nature of property right are basic to the understanding of law relating to 

property. The objective of this paper is to focus on concept and classification of property as well as 

principles governing transfer of immovable property.  

Course Outcomes 

On completion of this course: 

1. The students will be able to understand the most fundamental concept in property law including 

easement and registration. 

2. The students will be able to appreciate the significance of property law from various perspectives 

including economic efficiency, underprivileged perspectives. 

3. The students will able to develop skills for applying technical rules of property transfer.  

 

 

 

 

 



Paper-II- Public International Law including Conflict of Laws LB-702:  

 

Course Objective 

The Public International Law (PIL) Program introduces students to the principal treaties and case 

law within international law and calls upon them to consider the context at hand in factual situations. In 

order to be able to apply their knowledge to contemporary problems, students are given insight as to the 

interaction between international, regional, and national jurisdictions, the impact of non-legal systems such 

as politics and economics, and the consequences of fragmentation of international law into specialized sub-

fields.  Further students will be taught Conflict of Laws, also sometimes called Private International Law, is 

concerned with what happens in cases where not all of the facts are tied to one jurisdiction. 

 

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1.  Students attain in-depth knowledge of the sources of international law (treaties and customary 

international law), subjects of international law (identifying rights and obligations of States, IOs, 

NGOs, individuals), the institutional framework (UN, WTO, regional agencies, etc.) and dispute 

resolution framework (courts, arbitration tribunals, conciliation, as well use of sanctions and force). 

2.    Students address contemporary real world issues such as: how the rule of law is upheld at the 

international level, processes such as “internationalization of national law” and “constitutionalization of 

international law”. 

3.    Explain, summarise and apply the conflict of laws rules;  

4.    Apply the conflict of law rules to solve complex conflicts of laws problems in the form of a take-home 

exam. 

 

Paper- III Corporate Law (Including Investment And Competition Law) LB-703  

Course Objective 

The key focus of this paper is on regulation of corporations and the interface between Corporate Law, 

Investment laws and Competition Law in the context of new economic order. The course has been designed 

in such a manner that law students could be well acquainted with the concepts correlated to investment and 

various aspects of competition law.  

Course Outcome 

This paper covers a wide spectrum of investment and competition laws with the aim to: 

1. To familiarize the students with the basic concepts of investment, corporate finance and competition. 

2. To help them analyse various legal provisions relating to insolvency, competition law and other 

related laws. 



3. To acquaint them with the recent developments in the area of investment law. 

4. To help them understand the inter-relationship between law and economics.   

 

Paper-IV- Land Law (Including U. P. Revenue Code) LB-704  

Course Objectives  

 

The objective of this paper is to focus on land reforms in the state of U.P. and make students 

familiar with the provisions of U.P. Revenue Code and U.P. Panchayati Raj Act 1947, U.P.  

Consolidation of Holdings Act, 1953.The course provides the detailed knowledge of land law reforms, 

broad concept of agriculture, relationship between land and man, concepts and applications including 

analysis of tenure holders, their  interests, rights and liabilities, ownership, possession, succession, 

surrender, abandonment, mortgage, lease and the use of modern techniques for demarcation and 

digitalisation of Revenue Records and procedure of the Revenue Courts. It also deals with consolidation 

of holdings, mutation proceedings and local authorities at village level. 

 

Course Outcomes 

On successful completion of this course students will be able to: 

 Explain the notion of agricultural land and apply land law concepts relating to tenure holders, 

ownership, possession, succession, surrender, abandonment, mortgage, lease and tenancies. 

 Learn about maintenance and revision of village records. 

 Learn about consolidation proceedings, mutation proceedings and its effect. 

 Gain knowledge about the concept of land revenue and its assessment. 

 Understand about the procedure of Revenue Courts and remedies in case of any illegal 

encroachment. 

 Get a deep insight about the management of land and other property by local authorities. 

 

Paper-V- Environmental Law LB-705 

 

Course Objectives 

 Since the inception of human history, environment has played a vital role in sustaining life and 

catering to the needs of human beings and various other life forms. However, in due course of time, man has 

swayed by desire of greater industrialization, urbanization and modernization causing immense 

environmental pollution, environmental degradation and the over-exploitation of natural resources. It is for 

these reasons that different legal measures at international and national level for protection of environment 

have emerged. Today, Environmental Law is one of the most important tools for environment protection and 

management and hence it is necessary for Law Students to understand this multidisciplinary subject.   

 



Course Outcomes 

 To familiarize the students with the overall environmental legal regime of the country as well as its 

international obligations and would further equip the students with basic knowledge and skills to 

understand environmental issues. 

 To make the students aware about the provisions under the Indian Constitution for protection of 

environment and the various legislative measures. It also provides an opportunity to the students to 

understand the activist role played by Indian Judiciary in protection of environment and evolution of 

different principles. 

 A spirit of inquiry to explore the development of Indian environmental law and various legislations 

and its application in India for the protection of environment. 

 Awareness regarding the problem of environmental pollution and Law as a means of prevention of 

environmental pollution and protection of environment.  

 Students will get the knowledge about the Environment (protection) Act, powers of central 

government and state government to make laws and Environment Tribunals. 

 

Paper-VI- LABOUR LAW-I  LB-706  

 

Course Objective 

The scope and ambit of this paper is very wide and is touching the lives of millions of people in the country 

and this subject focuses on various aspects of management relation and dispute settlement bodies and 

techniques. This paper is divided into two parts: Labour Law I and Labour Law II. Trade Union Act, 

Industrial Employment Standing Orders Act and Industrial Disputes Act are the major legislations which 

have been put in Labour Law I to establishes the industrial relationship in the country and protect the 

workers against exploitation by employers. 

Course Outcome 

1. The students will be able to understand the legal provisions of the Trade Union Act, 1926. 

2. To familiarize the students with the need for providing uniform statutory conditions of service in the 

form of certified Standing orders under the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act. 

3. The Students will be able to understand the settlement of industrial disputes through conciliation, 

voluntary arbitration and compulsory adjudication. 

 

 

 



Semester VIII 

Paper-I Company Law LB-801                                                      

Course Objective 

In the present scenario, trade and commerce has become an integrate part of society. Every person is 

affected by trade related activities either directly or indirectly. Hence, with that aspect in mind this course 

has been designed with the purpose to familiarize the students with the basic tenants of Corporate Law and 

develop their legal acumen to analyse the provisions of law. 

Course Outcome 

The proposed outcome of this course is as follows: 

1. To acquaint the students with the legal provisions, guidelines and case laws on the subject of 

corporate law. 

2. To familiarize them with the procedure of documentation for a company. 

3. To inform the students of their rights and duties under the Companies Act. 

4. To develop the ability to efficiently identify and apply the provisions of law in realistic scenarios. 

 

Paper-II- Labour Law-II LB 802 

                

Course Objective 

The paper is to focus on wage policies, compensation for learn caused during the course of employment and 

working conditions of employees. 

Course Outcome 

1. The students will be able to understand the concept of wages, the provisions of regular and prompt 

payment of wages and to prevent unauthorized deductions and arbitrary fines from the wages. 

2. The student will be able to understand the measures which can used to tackle income and labour 

market inequality including social transfers, and creating an enabling environment for sustainable 

enterprises. 

 

Paper-III-  Alternate Dispute Resolution System LB-804   

                                                            

Course Objective 

The Alternate Dispute Resolution mechanism evolved against the conventional method of dispute settlement 

by courts. Over the years, individuals and corporations have realized the advantages of adopting various 



ADR mechanisms against the conventional method of litigation. Therefore, the importance of this paper has 

increased in leaps and bounds and so the purpose of this paper is to ensure that students get insightful 

knowledge about this emerging area in the arena of dispute resolution. 

Course Outcome 

This course tends to achieve the following out comes: 

1. To ensure that students are well acquainted with the various methods of dispute resolution. 

2. To familiarize them with the various legal provisions and case laws relating to the paper ADR. 

3. To develop their legal acumen so that they can help their clients and society select and employ the 

most effective, just and human methods of dispute settlement. 

 

Paper IV-Interpretation of Statutes and Principle of Legislation LB-805:  

 

Course Objective 

Statutory interpretation is the process by which legislative instruments are given meaning so that they can be 

understood and applied. This subject will systematically examine the body of law that is relevant when 

determining the intention of Parliament as expressed in legislative instruments. The rules, approaches and 

practices required by statute or developed at common law are considered and applied to both state and 

federal legislation. In addition to developing students? interpretation skills the subject will also focus on 

legal research and opinion writing. 

Course Outcome 

On successful completion of this course, a student will be able to: 

1. Know what are the techniques adopted by courts in construing statutes. 

2. The importance of the law making process in the present context 

3. What are the matters to be reckoned with by legislature while enacting laws? 

4. Understand and analyze the judicial interpretation, construction of words, phrases and expressions. 

 

Paper-V- Tax Law LB-8061                                            

                     

Course Objective 

The foundation of a strong economy is dependent on a efficient legal system. In order to maintain that 

efficiency it is necessary that the legal minds of this country are well acquainted with the diverse socio-

economic conditions here. Keeping that goal in mind, this course has been designed in such a manner so as 

to ensure that the students are well versed with the basic tenants of direct and indirect tax and apply that 

knowledge in the legal career in years to come. 



Course Outcome 

The following are the proposed outcome of this course: 

1. To acquaint the students with the legal provisions, guidelines and case laws on the subject of tax law. 

2. To familiarize them with the procedure of filing income tax returns and the basic concepts of Goods 

and Service Tax Act, 2016. 

3. To inform the students of their rights and duties under the Income Tax Act. 

4. To develop the ability to efficiently identify and apply the provisions of law in realistic scenarios.  

 

Paper-VI-  Banking and Insurance Law LB-8062   

 

Course Objective 

In this paper the students will be taught the kinds of banks, their functions, and relationship with customers 

and the banking frauds, law relating to recovery of debts due to banks recovery of debts. Kinds of insurance 

and the body regulating the insurance sector will also be taught. 

Course Outcome 

1. The conceptual and legal parameters including the judicial interpretation of banking law. 

2. New emerging dimension in banking systems including e- commerce and e- banking. 

3. Develop skills to facilitate insurance product, cost and pricing, marketing and distribution. 

 

Paper-VII- International Trade Law  LB-8063   

   

Course Objective 

The objective of the course is to introduce the subject to the students with special reference to India‟s role 

and place in the multilateral trading represented by the WTO. In this course students will study both 

international trade, the exchange across national borders of goods, services and factors, and the impact of 

this trade on domestic and global economies, the significant pressures in the world economy and the 

proliferation of regional trade arrangements in various parts of the world. A special emphasis in this course 

is placed on trade issues in developing economies and the close relationship between direct investment and 

international trade. 

Course Outcomes 

Students will acquire theoretical knowledge and will be expected to have:  



 Gained a knowledge of where international trade fits in our national economy and the global 

economy, through the review of several basic concepts in economics and international economics; 

 Acquired a broad basis in the concept of global trade and its rationale; 

 Developed an understanding of the process of globalisation of production and markets, with 

international trade as a major component of this process; 

 Gained an insight into the main trade policy instruments implemented by various governments of the 

world with a view to exercising their stabilisation role in the operation of their national economies; 

 Acquired comprehension of recent trends in international trade in goods and services and the main 

reasons for such trends; 

 Developed some mastery in assessing the impact of government trade policies on trade flows at 

national and company level; 

 Gained an understanding of multilateral and regional trade arrangements, as well as the international 

financial framework in which small and large firms operate; 

 Developed a better knowledge about the process of regional trade integration confronting developing 

countries; 

 Acquired a deeper awareness of the direct relationship between foreign direct investment and 

international trade, and;  

 Developed competencies that will allow students to contribute to the formulation of appropriate trade 

strategies. 

 

Paper-IX- Election Law LB-8064 

 

Course Objective 

This course will examine the law - constitutional and statutory governing the political and electoral process 

in India. The main object is to acquaint the students with the election laws governing the elections to the 

Houses of the Parliament and the State legislatures as well as to the offices of President and Vice-President, 

analyze lacuna within among the election law and available remedies and to suggest reformation in present 

election law and procedure. 

 

Course Outcomes 

Students graduating with Election Law will be able to: 

 Understand and identify the importance of election in a democratic country. 

 Develop a critical thinking about the development of this branch of law. 

 Gain knowledge about the existing legal framework of elections to various democratic bodies. 

 Critically analyse the present regime of laws with reference to the postulate of free and fair elections 

as the fundamental point of democracy 

 Learn the process of development and reforms in the field of election laws. 

 

 



Semester IX 

 

Paper-I Legal Ethics and Professional Accounting System Court Craft LB-901 

 

Course Objectives 

As the saying goes in law a man is guilty when he violates the rights of others. In ethics, he is guilty if he 

only thinks of doing so. 

This course is designed with a main purpose of making law students on the verge of completing their 

law course to get acquainted with, analyze and critically examine such rules of professional ethics and 

conduct. The legal philosophy underlying professional ethics, the rights and concomitant duties of 

Advocates and the role played by Bar Councils in regulating legal profession will be the core Module of the 

course. Furthermore, the knowledge of responsibilities and sanctions is indispensable for an advocate to 

have a better professional career, especially in the present era. 

Course Outcomes 

This paper covers a wide spectrum of lawyers‟ conduct with aim to: 

1. To familiarize the students with the legal provisions, guidelines, and judicial decisions on the subject of 

professional conduct for lawyers. 

2. To acquaint them with the opinions of the Bar Council of India on professional misconduct. 

3. To inform students of their Rights as advocates, the concomitant duties and limitations thereof. 

4. To develop the ability to efficiently identify ethical issues and dilemmas in realistic scenarios, and to 

propose well-reasoned and articulate resolutions to those issues and dilemmas.  

 

Paper-II- Drafting, Pleading and Conveyancing LB-902  

Course Objective 

By the art of legal drafting) we mean the art of composing or writing all documents which are either 

expressly intended to be, or which frequently become the subject of legal interpretation. The Paper 

Drafting, Pleading and Conveyancing has been included in the syllabus with a view to equip the students 

with legal drafting abilities, legal frame work pertaining to the appearances before various tribunals quasi 

judicial bodies and the basic understanding of the principles of pleadings. For this purpose, the course 

contents of this study material have been so designed as to provide practical orientation and develop 

necessary acumenship in drafting legal documents.  



 

Course Outcome 

This course is designed to create among the students: 

1. Analyze and define the concept of Pleading and various rules of pleading and able to handle the 

client during the course of interaction. 

2. Articulate the argumentation process and apply the legal drafting abilities during the 

appearances before Court and Tribunals 

3. Recognize the way to move to the criminal justice system with aid of various complaints. 

4. Identify and discuss the various forms of conveyancing deed such as sale deed, 

gift, mortgage etc. 

5. Apply legal drafting skills and understand practical aspect of registration of such 

documents. 

 

Paper-III- Legal Writing and Research Methodology LB-903 

Course Objective  

The  objective of the course is to understand the basics of legal writing and its significance, enable the 

student to use the scientific tools and techniques in research and  as well as to write a research project on 

any legal problem, issue or topic. 

Course Outcomes 

The student will be able to apply the scientific tools and technique in their research. They will learn to 

access the online resources as well as other library resources in their research. The student will be able to 

write a research project on any given topic.  

 

Paper-V-  Human Rights and Humanitarian Law LB-905   

  

 

Course Objective 

Human Rights are rights inherent to all human beings whatever our nationality, place of birth ,class, 

caste, creed, sex, origin, colour, religion, language or any other status. Objective of the course is to provide 

knowledge to students regarding the meaning and concept of human rights and its historical development till 

date. It also deals with the role of international statutory bodies in the protection of human rights and the 

provisions in Indian Constitution and domestic laws for the protection of human rights. The course is 

designed to cover the concept of Humanitarian law and the various national and international agencies for 

the protection of human rights. 

 



Course Outcome 

 The Course will enable the student to develop a strong understanding of human rights law at 

domestic, regional and international levels. The student can apply the knowledge of human rights to their 

respective fields of work, be it academics, policy makers or activists. 

 

Paper-VI- Criminology and Penology LB-9061    

 

Course Objective  

Criminology is a socio-legal subjects its deals with the concept of crimes, causes of crimes and its 

prevention. Its also covers the subject relating to statutory bodies established for the prevention of crime and 

punishment and reformation of criminals. The course includes concept of punishment and its forms and 

concept of Capital Punishment and also Parole and Probation of offenders in India and other countries of 

World. 

Course Outcome 

 The student will be able to understand the concept of Crimes,its causes and various forms of crime. 

They can analyse the relevancy and adequacy of various forms of Punishment Ptrescribed by Indian law, 

The Prison system in India and reforms needed if any.  

 

Paper-VII-  Medical Jurisprudence LB-9062 

 

Course Objective 

To give an overview of the medico-legal systems in India. 

 

Course Outcome:  On the completion of the course, the students shall be: 

 

1. Aware of the medical technicalities and peculiarities while dealing with medico-legal cases. 

2. Have heightened awareness, consciousness and sensitivity about ethics in the healthcare laws and 

procedures. 

 

Paper-VIII Law, Science and Technology LB-9063  

 

Course Objectives 

As science and technology assume central roles in our lives, economy, and legal system, the 

intersection of law and science is uniquely positioned.This course is designed to create awareness amongst 



the studentsto addressessentially problems and to address the remedial measures of science and technology 

through Law as an instrument to promote and balance development and innovation. Further, it aims to create 

awareness in the minds of students and taught to explore and exploit the significance of scienceand 

technology and to bring it within the framework of law.It further seeks to explore some specific aspects and 

to test the possible interactions, controversies and their interrelationships.  

Course Outcome 

i. To create awareness amongst students with regards to legal developments in the context of emerging 

technology and science across various fields.  

ii. To familiarize students with problems and perspectives between law, science and various forms of 

evolving technologies. 

iii. To enable students to understand the realm of privacy evolving with developments in technology. 

iv. To understand the needs for legal framework and regulatory control of science and technology. 

v. To study these aspects so as to strike a balance between essential principles of human rights, sustainable 

development,ethics, etc., withscience and technology at the same time.  

 

Paper-IX-  Gender And Law LB-9064  

 

 

Course  Objective 

This course focuses on gender policies in law. The main objective is to learn how law and legal institutions 

are mobilized as arenas for structuring, challenging and transforming gender norms, identities and roles. 

Course Outcome 

The students will be able to understand the gender equality.  

 

Semester-X 

Compulsory Paper  

 

Paper-I- Dissertation LB-1001  

Paper-II- Viva Voce LB-1002                                                                                                       

Paper-III Aid Clinic programs LB-1003 

Optional Paper 

Paper-I- Socio-Economic Offences LB-10031 

 



Course Objective 

The objective of socio-economic Affiance is to enhance the awareness in society regarding the gravity of these 

offences in comparison to Traditional offences. The Blackmarketing, hoarding, corruption, caste based mob 

lynching, harassment at workplace etc ; are the much  heinous crimes than traditional offences which affects 

society at large. Therefore, this paper has been incorporated in BBA.LLB. (H) Syllabus. 

 

Paper-II Media Law LB-10033 

 

Course Objectives 

This course seeks to draw from the co-relationship of the quintessential Constitutional objective of free 

speech and expression, and existing Rights and Restrictions governing the fourth estate, the media. Media 

being a wider term, the course seeks to covers the various aspects of the law relating to the Press, 

dissemination of information, both commercial and non-commercial in nature, advertising, broadcasting, the 

cinema and such emerging jurisprudence, trends and platforms which are essential to fully appreciate the 

dimensions of media and law.  

Course Outcomes 

 To create amongst students an understanding of the relevant constitutional freedoms, legal issues and 

ethical principles pertaining to press and media. 

 To understand the legal framework that is shaping the convergence of old media industries and the 

emergence of new ones. 

 To appraise students with how the law is shaped, including the delicate balancing with changing 

dimensions of time and social values. 

 To help students recognize and assert their legal right of freedom of speech and expression, privacy 

and at the same time analyse the restrictions, including the regulatory frameworks and to apply the 

same to emerging media.  

 To familiarize students with the major principles of media law while examining the important court 

decisions and statutory enactments therein.  

 


